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Hello everyone!
My name is Sue Trischitta and I am the 
new region international adviser, my aim 
is to continue to develop and expand 
the full programme of international 
opportunities for all members of 
Girlguiding Anglia.

Anglia region has many international 
opportunities, just ask your unit leader, district, division 
commissioners or your division or county international advisers! 
Every year lots of trips take place from World Centres, to small 
and large European jamborees, to projects in under priviledged 
countries and if you are over 13 years old you can apply to 
go. Hundreds of girls from Anglia region have travelled abroad 
through Girlguiding and had the experience of a life-time. Small 
trips, big trips, there is something for everyone.

Take that first step, it will make a difference.

Sue
Region International Advisor - Girlguiding Anglia
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Welcome to the latest 
edition of Anglia Abroad.  
International trips are an exciting 
opportunity available to girls in 
Girlguiding and this booklet gives a taste 
of the trips that were supported by 
Girlguiding Anglia during 2017.

For many girls a trip with Girlguiding may be their first trip 
abroad without parents or family. They learn a lot about 
themselves, make lifelong friends and get to experience a 
different culture which is often quite different to their own.

Part of the experience of a Girlguiding international trip is 
raising some of the funds themselves.  Girls achieve this in 
all sorts of ways, from writing letters to grant making bodies, 
holding cake sales, quizzes and ceilidhs, bag packing in 
supermarkets and holding sponsored events.  When the girls are 
first told of the cost of a trip it can seem a daunting prospect 
but with the help of their fundraising manager and unit leader 
as well as parents, family and friends, they usually find the 
money starts to build up. Girlguiding Anglia provide bursaries to 
girls and there are also grants given within counties as well.

We hope you enjoy reading about the adventures the girls have 
been on in the past year and it inspires you to plan your own 
adventure (or your next adventure!).

Linda Cawley
Cambridgeshire East International Advisor
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The trip included one week at the SOAR Jamboree, in Smithers, British Columbia, 
three nights home hospitality with a member of camp core staff and four days 

sightseeing in Vancouver. We took part in many activities with girls from Canada, 
USA, Peru, New Zealand, Australia, Japan, Scotland and other parts of England. The 
programme was made up of STEM, environmental, recreational, water sports, crafts 
and art themed activities. I also took part in a service project at the Northern Light’s 

animal rehabilitation centre to improve the lives of rescued wild animals.
~ Gracie Mae (Bedfordshire)

“

”
My experience of Canada to say the least was incredible. I enjoyed every part of 

it from the moment we got up at 5am for our flight, to the moment I collected my 
luggage to go home. The whole experience was so enjoyable and the whole scenery 
of Canada was beautiful. Whilst on camp, I made lots of new friends and ate tasty 
Canadian meals, thanks to the best camp chefs! We did lots of fun activities from 

water obstacle courses to making ice cream on dairy farms. After a jampacked week 
on camp we moved on to a host family’s house in Smithers where we stayed three 

nights. In this time, we hiked up a mountain, did water sports in the lake, went on a 
tour around a saw mill and shopped around the beautiful town of Smithers. 

~ Nicole (Oxfordshire)

“

”
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The second part of the trip was really good we got to stay in Smithers and do home 
hospitality which was where we went and stayed in a Canadians persons house , we 
got split into 3 different houses 2 with 3 people in and one with 10 people in. The 
experience was fab I was with two other people. My host person was so nice and 
welcoming she was a photographer so loved taking photos. Our home stay Mandie 

took us on the first day climbing up the twin falls which was nice we also went and 
looked for fossils,  she always stopped and took photos of us everywhere it was like a 

mini photo shoot which was really good to here.
~ Josephine (Essex West)

“

”
The first week of the trip was spent at SOAR camp which was very fun and involved 
many great activities. Aside from the activities I really enjoyed spending time with 
a lot of new people who we made friends with especially the Canadian girls in the 

camp next door. After camp we spent three days at home hospitality. We stayed in a 
lovely house by a lake and had a lot of fun together. After that we went to Vancouver 
to do some sightseeing including day trips to Grouse Mountain to see the bears and 
the Capillano suspension bridge. This was very enjoyable and a good opportunity to 
spent lots of time with the rest of the rest of the group. Overall it was an amazing 

trip that was very fun and definitely worth all of the work to get there. 
~ Jenny (Oxfordshire)

“

”
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Before going on our trip to Singapore, Fiji and LA, I couldn’t have imagined having as 
much fun and of making as many close friendships as I did. Not only did we learn a 
lot about the cultures and differences in ways of life, but I genuinely believe we all 

developed as people through this character building experience. 

While being away for a month we took hikes, saw landmarks, taught children, ate 
new foods, learnt new songs, made new international friends and I could confidently 
call it the most exciting month of my life. Highlights had to include: teaching games 
to the kindergarten children in Fiji and playing with them in the sun every day, and 

our group trip to Robinson Crusoe Island where we all relaxed on the white beach and 
danced the whole evening together. 

It felt so rewarding knowing we made a difference in Natalau, a village where 
everyone was so welcoming to us. We painted and helped construct a new village 

bus-stop, painted the kindergarten and their playground, each taught a lesson during 
term time at the nursery and ran the whole of holiday school for children aged 3-17. 
Although pushing us out of our comfort zones regularly, I know all of us valued this 

trip as one of the best experiences of our lives.
~ Lorelei (Essex West)

“

”
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We began our journey by flying to Singapore. We were staying in little India which 
was just outside the city centre. While we were in Singapore we did a city day, 

where we went and looked around the SuperTree Grove and we went to the National 
Museum of Singapore. On the second full day in Singapore we did a 10Km walk in the 
Tree and Tree Tops. Our next stop was Fiji. We landed at about 4 in the morning and 
we went straight the Natalau Village which is just outside the city centre of Nadi. 

On the first day we got to meet the local villagers and met the children we would be 
working with over the next few weeks. Over the course of my time in Fiji, we taught 
and redecorated the outside of the school. We also built a bus stop for the villagers. 

Our final stop was LA where we got to experience the glam of Hollywood. 

This trip was an incredible experience for me and has made me want to 
do some teaching in other countries once I have finished my degree in 

education. I would also love to do an international trip but as a leader to 
provide other guiding members with the same opportunity I had.

~ Lauren (Bedfordshire)

How can I summarise an around the world trip in 200 words?! 
Awesome, fantastic, challenging and a once-in-a-lifetime experience. 

People ask me, “How was Fiji? How was the trip?” The answer, utterly exhilarating. 
I feel so blessed and so humbled to have been given the opportunity to take part in 

this adventure. 

Being a leader on a Girlguiding international trip is a daunting task; an endless to do 
list, lots of fundraising and of course a big responsibility, but it was all totally worth it. 

The experiences I had with my group was remarkable; visiting 3 counties in 28 days 
and as result travelling around the world full circle.

~ Jessica (Leader, Oxfordshire) 

“

“
”

”
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During the majority of our trip we stayed in Our Cabaña which is a guiding world 
centre in Mexico. Its aim is to make dreams come true and it definitely achieved that 
throughout our stay there. In the evenings at the Cabaña we participated in programs 
where we got to know the other groups by playing icebreaker games, we also helped 

the Cabañas social media publicity by playing a game using hash tags on different 
social media sites. During that daytime we did activities such as the WAGGGS game 
and the Mexico game where we learnt more about guiding and Mexican culture. We 

also learnt about the Stop the Violence campaign where we found out some shocking 
facts about violence towards women in countries around the world, including the 

UK, and we made hash tags of our views on stop the violence campaign to be used on 
social media. 

We also did a service project where local children came into the Cabaña and the 
different groups that were staying there organised activities. In the Anglia group we 
played “What’s the time Mr Wolf” and made pipe cleaner animals with the children. 

Before and after the Cabaña we were in Mexico City, visiting monuments such as the 
Peace Angel. A special moment from the trip was visiting the Sun and Moon Pyramids 
where I made my Senior Section promise. Throughout the trip I felt overwhelmed and 
privileged to be there after the hard work that was put in to fundraise for the trip.

~ Jessica (Lincs South)

“

“

“

”
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Visiting Mexico was a life changing experience; my perspective has been altered on so 
many things. I did not realise how much of an impact an organisation like Girlguiding 

can have in a community, and on a global scale until I visited Our Cabana.  It was 
heart-warming playing games with the local children during the service project and it 

was brilliant meeting people from across the world.

I also loved discovering Mexican culture and seeing some of the amazing historical 
sites there. The Sun and Moon Pyramids were incredible, the difficult climb was 

worth it for the beautiful views and the opportunity for promises to be taken and 
renewed at the top. I could not recommend an international trip with Girlguiding 

more; I have never laughed and smiled so much in my life! 
~ Holly (Essex South East)

Twelve lucky members of Girlguiding Anglia were selected to travel to Mexico City 
and Our Cabana.  After two years of training, planning and fundraising, with help and 
support from Girlguiding Anglia and Venture Abroad, our twelve-day adventure took 

place in early August 2017.
The trip was amazing from start to finish. Mexico City and Our Cabana made us all 
look at the bright side of things, challenge ourselves but also count our blessings. 
A highlight for us all was the service project, spending time with children from the 
local rural community. I was proud to lead such a wonderful group of girls with the 

constant support from Sue and Nicola. An amazing adventure was had by all!
~ Jackie (Leader, Cambs East)

“

“

”

”
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Our days in Nepal were the perfect mix of service and tourism. Most of our time 
was spent in Kathmandu, where we worked in a school to help improve 7 classrooms 
with fresh paint and murals. The designs were colourful, fun and educational, even 
including the Nepali translations of animals and planets! The second week was spent 
doing educational activities with the children, including origami, songs and dances 

and bridge building, which the children thoroughly enjoyed.
~ Eleanor (Oxfordshire)

“

”
This trip has been such an incredible experience for me – not only did I feel like I 

was making a difference for the first time, I got to experience such a vast and rich 
culture at the same time. I made so many good friends and met some fantastic 

people. Nepal is a truly beautiful country, particularly the more rural areas, and I 
hope I can go back one day!

~ Ellie (Oxfordshire)

“

”
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I was selected along with 8 other members of the Senior Section and 3 leaders to go 
on a community project to Nepal. While we were there we painted the classrooms 
of a school with colourful murals. During the second week we also ran activities for 
some of the children which included colouring, origami and outdoor games. We also 
ran a Dental Outreach Service where we taught the younger children how to brush 
their teeth and the importance of washing their hands. We were mainly based in 

Kathmandu but we did two weekend trips to Pokara and Chitwan. There we saw the 
sunrise over the Himalayas and also went on an early morning safari. During our free 
time we visited a few temples, Nepal’s Garden of Dreams and we even got henna on 

our hands by a local Nepali woman.
~ Georgina (Oxfordshire)

A big highlight was spending time exchanging experiences, songs and dances with the 
Nepali Senior Guides, having henna tattoos and visiting the many temples and world 
heritage sights … there was also lots of shopping opportunities! In short; we loved it! 

And we’re looking forward to the next Girlguiding international trip.

~ Rachel (Essex South East), Kit (Norfolk) and Lottie (Cambs East) Leaders

“

“
”

”
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Wow! What can I say? I spent two weeks in Romania with us in shorts and t-shirts and 
the Romanians in hats and scarfs - apparently 20’C isn’t that warm for them. The 
first week was spent teaching at a village summer school for underprivileged kids, 
some of whom did not receive an education. I taught music and dance to kids aged 
from 3-15 (with some of the older boys and girls joining in as well). I learnt so many 
names and games from the children and spent many evenings socialising with them, 

such as the bonfire and disco we set up in the old school house. The second week was 
spent in the city, being tourists and embracing the culture through bear-watching and 

visiting traditional villages. All of this combined made a life-changing trip with 12 
other amazing girls who have become a new family to me.

~ Coral (Essex South East)
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The week seemed to go so quickly after that. Every morning whilst we were still 
eating breakfast the children arrived early on foot, by horse and cart and even 
a local bus. Gaby – who runs our partnership charity FSC – would entertain them 
with songs and dances which brought the last stragglers together signalling the 

commencement of the day. The programme only ran for the morning but the children 
split up into age/gender groups would get to sample all 4 classes as well as a break 
half way through which often consisted of the best watermelon I have ever tasted!

~ Grace (Buckinghamshire)

“

”
Within the space of 5 days we built up relationships with the volunteers that will last 
a lifetime, we still continue to talk every day, we shared so much with them teaching 

them a dance from high school musical and classic disco dances while they shared 
their culture, language and traditional dances. Our goodbyes were heart breaking 
as we drove down the street the Romanian volunteers stood crying in each other’s 
shoulders. Week 2 was far more relaxed the first day in Brasov consisted of retail 

therapy.  We also explored the peninsula, went bear watching had a traditional meal 
around a campfire, met a Shepperd and tried on traditional outfits, and went to 

Dracula’s castle.  Time flied so fast and before we knew it we were off to Bucharest.
~ Emma (Cambs West)

“

”
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I was part of the Girlguiding Anglia group of 19 Leaders who went to Jamaica in 
August 2017. During our two weeks away, we carried out a service project at the 
Jamaican National Children’s Home in Kingston. We decorated a long corridor, 7 

bedrooms and 3 bathrooms for the girls who lived there, bought the equipment to 
have the swings repaired and donated stationery and toiletries for all the children.

On the days when we weren’t able to go the Children’s Home, we met up with local 
Girl Guides, visited the Jamaican Guide HQ and went on tourist excursions which 

included zip lining, rafting, waterfall climbing, swimming with dolphins, visiting Bob 
Marley’s House and dinner at Usain Bolt’s restaurant. I had an amazing time with 

memories that will stay with me forever.
~ Jo Ross (Bedfordshire)
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Twelve leaders from across Anglia (well 11 and a friendly intruder from Surrey!) 
joined together on a sign up and go trip to Our Chalet, Switzerland in October 2017.
We met up 3 times prior to the trip and immediately knew we were going to get on 
really well. There were leaders from all sections of Girlguiding; some were in pairs 

and some didn’t know anyone else going on the trip.

The theme of our visit was ‘Swiss experience week’ and of course celebrating and 
sharing International Guiding. Other guests came from all over the world; Scotland, 

Denmark, Canada, Norway, USA and New Zealand!
Our first day was spent on site, completing some team games and generally getting to 

know everyone. We enjoyed a Swiss BBQ in the autumn sunshine.
The second day took us on a 14 mile hike to Engstiglen alp, up a cable car, a stroll 
round the bowl of the alp, close up view of the waterfall and back to Our Chalet.

Day three gave us a mixture of weather. Starting off ascending the ‘Swiss Pyramid’, 
Niesen, on the venicular in thick fog and rain to visiting Oberhofen castle in the 

beautiful sunshine in the afternoon. On day four our group split up; some spent the 
day in Adelboden, testing all the tea rooms, while others went to the adventure 

park for climbing and zip wiring across the river. The fifth day took us to Interlaken 
and the Trummelbach falls. Particular interest was taken at the chocolatier! Our 

final activity day was spent with a trip to the woodcarvers (a traditional Our Chalet 
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activity) and on in to Adelboden town.
The evening activities varied, with something for 

everyone. Of course we had an international evening, 
where we were able to learn about where everyone 
was from, swap badges and taste local delicacies. 

Although I went with a Guiding friend on this trip, I 
returned with 10 more. There was so much laughter 
that our stomachs hurt, and so many great ‘chats’ 

that remind me how wonderful Guiding friends are, 
whether you’ve known them for years or days.

~ Emma Bowley (Bedfordshire)

We went to Switzerland...
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My name is Jenni and I’m a Brownie leader with 1st Little Paxton Brownies in 
Cambridgeshire West. Last summer I was fortunate enough to travel to Kenya with 

Girlguiding South West England as part of a group of 34 leaders.

The main purpose of our trip to Nakuru (the fourth largest and one of the most 
deprived cities in Kenya) was to volunteer within schools, teaching, performing 

maintenance and running Guiding activities. We were based at Lion Hill Primary School 
which had around 1000 pupils, aged between 4 and 14. The school lacked all basics – 
stationery, resources, electricity, sanitation etc and most of the pupils were wearing 
worn-out or badly sized uniform and shoes. This was the first time this school had had 

a group of overseas volunteers, so it was a new experience all around. 

During our time in the school, we painted a fence, the front walls, the gates and the 
walls of the classrooms of the youngest children – decorating them with murals. I was 
mainly painting and supervising the other leaders who were painting due to my DIY 
skills. I also spent some time in the early years classroom, helping children learning 

the alphabet. There was a Guide unit based at the school which is run by two of 
the teachers. We spent time teaching typical guiding skills, initially to the Guides 

and leaders, and later to more children. First Aid 
was very well received, and we left lots of first aid 
equipment with the leaders. A large group learned 
“DR ABC” and CPR, plus bandaging, skills that will 
be useful for life. Knotting and lashing were also 

popular. Wash stands were a particular hit as much 
of the washing up/washing was carried out in bowls 
on the floor. Lots of fun was had with guiding games 

and songs.

As a group, we took a large amount of donations 
to Kenya with us, including teaching resources, 

stationery, sports equipment, clothing and 
footwear. Two types of donation particularly benefited 
the women and girls at our project school – bras and 
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re-usable sanitary products. We ensured all the older girls were given a bra that 
fitted. The female teachers also had bras for themselves. In an area where girls miss 
school when they menstruate as there is no affordable protection available, being 
given a bag containing underwear and washable/re-usable sanitary products would 
make a huge difference in their lives going forward. Instead of being embarrassed 
about the topic, they were excitedly carrying their bags and showing other pupils 

what they had.

We were fortunate to spend the middle weekend of our two-week trip on safari at 
the Maasai Mara reserve, seeing wild animals up close in their native habitat. We also 
visited a Maasai village. On the return journey to Nairobi at the end of our trip, we 
visited an elephant orphanage and a giraffe sanctuary. Having giraffes eating out of 

your hand is amazing!

Overall, the experience was unforgettable. It opened my eyes to what true poverty 
is, and showed that people experiencing such deprivation can be happy, welcoming 
and willing to share what little they have. It made me grateful for things we take 
for granted – safe water, hot showers, plentiful food/resources and uninterrupted 

electricity. The trip was testing at times but was so worthwhile.

“

”

”
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Guiding Overseas Linked 
with Development

GOLD enables young women to develop their potential and make a 
difference in the world. It is a fantastic opportunity for Guiding members to 
travel overseas, improve their skills, experience an amazing new culture and 
know that they’re having a long-term impact!

GOLD projects work in partnership with other Guide Associations around 
the world and have been making a difference of over 25 years. GOLD 
delivers sustainable community-based development projects ranging from 
environment issues to teaching leadership skills.

www.girlguiding.org.uk/what-we-do/international-adventures/gold/
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We went to Aruba...
GOLD Team Aruba 2017 completed the 2nd year of a joint project with the Arubaanse 
Padvindsters Gilde (APG). The team of 6 Girlguiding members delivered 3 weeks of 

training and activities for girls and young women, current leaders, the APG Board and 
other community organisations in Aruba. 

The project aims to develop confdence and leadership skills and help to grow the 
APG. We began the project with two days of training for existing leaders. The first 
day we covered topics such as the five guiding essentials, the World Association of 

Girl Guides and Girl Scouts structure and opportunities, and how to talk to the media 
or the public about guiding. In response to leader requests, we tailored the second 

day of training to cover girl-led planning techniques and recruitment methods. 

Over two evening sessions and a weekend camp, we worked with Padvindsters (11-
16 years) and Pioneers (17-18 years) to develop their self confdence, planning and 
leadership skills. We planned a camp programme based on the girls’ suggestions: a 

wide game focused on teamwork, a campfre where we shared new songs and a sunset 
swim at the beach. 

Working towards our project aim to recruit more leaders we ran taster sessions for 
other community organisations and indviduals. We demonstrated what guiding is all 

about and facilitated conversations about collaboration with Women’s Club of Aruba, 
Organisation of Public Pensioners of Aruba and Quota Club. We were also invited to 

give an interactive presentation to new students at the University of Aruba where we 
explained how volunteering could help them develop new skills alongside their studies. 

Alongside the activities and trainings focused on the projects aims and objectives, 
we also got a chance to experience Aruban culture with our generous hosts and 

through our independent explorations. Local leader, Mirtha, took us on many magical 
mystery tours and showed us the sites of the island from the California Lighthouse in 

the north to the famous anchor in the south.
~ Amy (Hertfordshire)

“

”
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After months of preparation and planning, six members of Girlguiding UK flew to 
Ghana to continue with the third year of our GOLD project. The team consisted of 
Terri, our Leader, Fiona, our First Aider, Emily, our Treasurer, Rachel, our Resources 
Coordinator, Katy, our Photographer and Sophie, our Written Documenter. We had 
met up four times prior to the start of our project, so we were all very excited to 

spend time with each other and start training, after the success of our briefings. Our 
project’s aims and objectives were to look at leadership through Ghana’s Guiding 

programme, the six Cs: creativity, communication, collaboration, citizenship, 
commitment and character. Prior to leaving, we created sessions plans on the six Cs 

so we would be able to provide training sessions to help develop and support leaders.

Our two days of training in Takoradi took place at Ponty International School, 
where we were greeted by the children of the school, before carrying out our 
communication and collaboration sessions. After the first day of training, we 

realised that many of our participants were brand new or prospective guiders so 
after some alterations to the second day of training, we felt prepared to encourage 

the participants to get involved, whether new or old guiders. The second day 
consisted of collaboration, commitment and creativity. Our session of commitment 
introduced everyone to WAGGGS and the World Centres, they were all amazed at 

how global guiding is.

After our two days of training in Tamale, we had a rest day were we able to visit 
Mole National Park which was incredible, before flying back to Accra. We were able 

rest after our flight before we recommenced training 
the next day. Unfortunately, due to weather and a 

national holiday, our training was cancelled. However, our 
Girlguiding Ghana contact, Abigail, invited us to her house 

to learn to cook some traditional Ghanaian food. Our 
unexpected day off turned into a wonderful 
day that was enjoyed by the whole team.

~ Sophie (Norfolk)

“

”
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When I applied for Go for GOLD in 2016 I had no idea the adventure that was to 
come. A rainy weekend in Wales turned in to the most amazing adventure that I will 

never forget. I left Go for GOLD knowing that a GOLD project was exactly what I 
wanted to do but I had also had the best weekend so even if I hadn’t been selected I 

would be going back to next year to try again!

2017 was the first year of the GOLD project in Oman, we knew we would be training, 
Guiders, Rangers and Guides, on recruitment, retention and leadership in a range of 
different areas during our 3 weeks in Oman. However, these aims changed slightly 
while we were on project as the Omanis were keen for some session on informal 

education and self confidence. We took all this in our stride, it is GOLD after all, and 
adapted old training plans and made some new ones to fit these added aims. 

GOLD was the most wonderful experience, I got to experience a new culture, meet 
new people (both in the UK and in Oman) and see a magnificent country. I also learnt 

many new skills and developed confidence in my own abilities.  
I would recommend GOLD to anyone who is up for making friends for life, supporting 

Guiding around the world and having the best experience.  
~ Hayley (Buckinghamshire)

“

”

We went to Oman...
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We headed down to AGR HQ on Monday morning. The bus ride to camp took 3 hours 
or so, and we stopped along the way to pick up more of the organizing committee, 
tents and drinking water. Upon arrival at the camp we had lunch (bean stew and 

rice – really delicious, which was good as we’d be seeing a lot of it!) before helping 
to put up tents. There were quite a few differences from camp in the UK – due to 
the location, we were essentially camping on a playground. Half of it was paved, 
which made putting pegs in a little difficult!  To be honest, Rwanda is literally the 
land of 1000 hills, and you would struggle to find any flat ground in the majority of 
the country. We were also camping near a public thoroughfare, which was used by 

some of the local kids to take cattle out to pasture. The Rwandan leaders ran a rope 
around the edge of the tents to stop any wandering cattle from trampling tents. 

After we had set up camp, we had a little bit of chill time before heading to the 
opening ceremony. I would normally say campfires in the UK are loud, but they’ve 

got nothing on a campfire circle of 150 Rwandan Girl Guides. The singing and dancing 
and general passion for Guiding is incredible, and these quickly became one of 

my favourite parts of working with the troops. The Rwandans also put a lot more 
emphasis on some of the more formal elements of Guiding than we do – for example, 
anyone wishing to join a campfire circle must salute in, and the Guides near her in 

the circle salute back. 
~ Hannah (Oxfordshire)

“

”
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“

”

We went to Rwanda...

We went to Zambia...
It is a well-used joke amongst GOLDies (people who have completed GOLD) that 
GOLD is completely random and you can expect the unexpected. We say ‘that’s 
a totally GOLD experience’ and brush off the random situation as though it was 

completely normal. Our first major example of this is when we took two taxis from 
our accommodation to camp. 

Three of our team went ahead with the resources bag in the first taxi leaving the 
other three (including Clare, our Leader and the only one of us that has ever done a 
GOLD training at this point) at our accommodation waiting for the second mode of 

transport. Upon arriving at ‘camp’ (a school), Chloe, Rachael and myself were given, 
what we were told was, about 70 Lechwe, these are the equivalent to our Brownies. 

We took them out to the school playing field, which had just been watered so we 
couldn’t sit on it, to play games. An hour and a half later, in the blistering heat of 

Zambia, Clare, Katie and Katherine were nowhere to be seen. 

Having invented, in utter desperation, a final round of ‘Boom Chicka Boom’ by singing 
upside down with our heads between our legs, I was sent back to the registration desk 
to find some Leader support. Here I was told, by non-other than Rachel, the Chief of 
the Zambian Guide Association, that Clare was indeed on her way but had been held 

up as the vehicle that had been sent to pick her up had had to do a milk and melon run 
first as they had run out when serving the Guides’ breakfast. 
She would be on her way imminently. In the meantime, how 
would I like to take ‘those Guides over there’ to the field for 

‘training’. How do you say no?
 ~ Cassie (Norfolk)
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3rd Aylsham Guides had an amazing trip to Switzerland.  The coach journey was 
long and tiring but even the long walk up to the chalet failed to dampen everyone’s 
spirits. The following day we visited the St Beatus caves, walking over a kilometre 

underground through amazing stalactites and stalagmites. The girls were fascinated 
by the weird forms and the extreme age of the rock formations. 

Overnight the valley received a dusting of snow, so we awoke to a white world which 
made the girls so happy!

The whole trip was full of fantastic experiences for the girls, from the excitement of 
first spotting the snow-capped mountains to the wonderful views from the Schilthorn 

- whilst sipping steaming hot chocolate!
Anne (Leader, Norfolk)

Today we had an onsite activity day where we switched between different snow 
activities based around the chalet’s grounds. We were split up into 3 groups: 

Marmots; Mountain Goats; and Cows. We did lots of fun activities including igloo 
building; campfire building and lighting; sledding and snowshoeing. Later on in the 

evening after dinner we did a snowshoe hike to the magic tree. This tree is called the 
magic tree because even though it is hollow it still blooms every year! When we got 

back we went to bed.
Charlotte (Buckinghamshire)
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In July, I went to Switzerland with ten other girls (all of who I’m now close friends 
with!) and three leaders. I spent the week: trying new foods, gaining independence, 
experiencing amazing activities and making new friends. It was the most incredible 
thing I have ever done and is something I will never forget. I’d recommend it to any 
girl in search of adventure and feel so lucky and privileged that I am one of the few 

girls who has had the chance to experience something as amazing as Kandersteg.
Ffion (Buckinghamshire)

Throughout the 9 days I spent in Kandersteg, an International Scout camp, I learnt 
so much and had a lot of fun whilst making fantastic memories. I think the biggest 
thing I learnt was independence. I had to do a lot of things I wouldn’t usually do 

by myself such as packing, travelling, taking care of my belongings, organising my 
bags with what I would need for each day and also because it was the first time I 
have travelled abroad anywhere alone, and the longest I’ve ever been away from 

home without my parents. 
Isobel (Buckinghamshire)

“

“
”

”

”

”
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We woke to sunshine and, after breakfast, set out on the local walk to the Engstligen 
waterfall. At 600m long this is the second longest waterfall in Switzerland. The 

scenery was spectacular. We stopped at the falls for lunch with all the girls climbing 
onto a large rock near the falls. As the picnic came out we had a visit from a small 
herd of mountain goats who were very interested in the food. The farmer appeared 

later to take them off to be milked. After lunch we walked back, via Unter dem Birg, 
to the chalet for dinner and a quiet evening.

~ Lynn (Cambs East)

“

”
We stayed near the town of Adelboden, close to Our Chalet, one of the four World 
Guide Centres. The World Centres provide opportunities for Guides from different 
units, countries and countries to come together, spend time with each other, and 
to share their different experiences. The trip allowed us to find out more about 

Switzerland and its traditions, and have a go at challenging physical activities like 
hiking, tobogganing and white water rafting.

~ Rowan (Cambs East)

“

”
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Epping Guides and Senior Section met at Epping Station at 5am on Saturday 29th 
July, and got the train to King’s Cross. Then we got on Eurostar and went to Paris, 

got on the Metro and a bunch of other trains and in the end we arrived in Frutigen, 
Switzerland. From Frutigen we got a bus to Adelboden, walked up to our chalet and 

finally unpacked. For dinner we made spaghetti – yum!

We went on many different outings, it was very tiring but a lot of fun. One day we 
went visit Kandersteg, the International Scout Centre, and went on the summer 

toboggan run. We went on a boat in Interlaken, went to a chocolate factory to watch 
a chocolate show and we also went to Our Chalet. We had a tour around and got 
to swap badges from all around the world! We went to visit the Woodcarver, went 

swimming and went up the Jungfraujoch – where we had a snow ball fight in August 
and went inside the ice palace!

~ Laila (Essex West)

“

”
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On Wednesday, we took the cable car up to the toboggan run. We had to cancel 
it on Monday due to the weather. However, that didn’t stop us enjoying it on 

Wednesday. It was so fun and all but two guides and a leader or two, had a go. 
Tobogganing on the Swiss mountainside was blissful all until… it got busy (the 
scouts decided to join us!). Once we’d had our fair share of tobogganing, we 

hiked down to a lake where we had lunch and an ice cream. Then we hiked back 
to the cable car and went home. However the day was not over yet… we hopped 
back on a cable car and made our way back up into the mountains with lots of 

other Guides and Scouts, to enjoy Swiss Night. To begin the night we had a buffet 
with traditional Swiss food- and lots of cheese! After pudding, we made our way 

outside for an evening of entertainment. To start, we had Swiss musicians playing 
traditional Swiss music. Then all the Guide groups performed a small piece we’d 
prepared. Our group sang a song to the tune of Pizza Hut, with a verse for every 

day so far. Then the Scouts performed and we went home.
~ Helena (Oxfordshire)

“

”
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All of us had an excellent time, and we were all challenged in our own different 
ways. The trip allowed all of us to have new experiences, learn something different, 

travel abroad, learn about new cultures and make new friends.

Our Chalet is one of the five World Guiding Centres and is a fantastic place to stay. 
We were booked on one of their summer adventure packages, along with three other 

groups who were from the USA, Canada and the Bahamas.
~ Ruth (Suffolk) 

The next day was Switzerland National Day so there was a parade in Adelboden which 
the Guides/Rangers too part in and afterwards there were fireworks.

I stayed at the Chalet for that event as I wanted to watch the fireworks from the 
Chalet, they were spectacular, I could see them all around the valley and mountains - 

a wonderful spectacle.
~ Angie (Suffolk)

“

“
”

”
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Switzerland was a great experience and there were many memories I can take away 
with me. I was amazed by how many places we were able to visit during our week 
in Adelboden. We visited waterfalls, mountains, a museum and Our Chalet. Whilst 

visiting Our Chalet we were able to walk round some of the rooms and learn a bit of 
the history behind this world centre. It would be amazing if i had the opportunity 

to go back in the future and partake in one of their stays. It was also a great 
opportunity to try a new sport, curling. I had only seen the sport on the TV and it was 
great to finally try it out. Although there were many great days out, our time in the 

chalet was just as memorable. I was able to make many new friends and have a great 
time with the ones I already knew. Some of the people I met in Switzerland i have 

seen again at other guiding events. 
This was my first international guiding trip and I hope to go back in the future. I also 
want to thank you for the opportunity you gave us when you kindly gave us the grant. 

~ Karen (Norfolk)

“ “

“”
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In August, myself with 37 others (a mixture of leaders, Senior Sections and Guides). 
embarked on a trip to Our Chalet in Switzerland. The trip had been 2 years in the 

planning with lots of fundraising done. 

The trip out there was eventful as the plane was late to depart, which had a knock 
on effect to the rest of our journey. We missed all our planned train connections 

and instead had to squeeze in where we could, with all our luggage! We eventually 
made it to Adelboden, where the Chalet minibus came to collect us as we were late 

for dinner. I was initially sad that we did not get to do the walk to the Chalet but 
actually it was a blessing in disguise (for anyone that has walked up the hill to Our 

Chalet, you will know what I mean!) Arriving at Our Chalet is like coming home, 
the history and presence of the building and what is stands for, it is something that 

cannot be condensed into a small amount of words. 
~ Lara (Hertfordshire)

My name is Megan and  I travelled to Switzerland in October by coach. We stayed in a 
beautiful chalet in Adelboden in the mountains.

This was my first international trip. I made lots of new friends from other 
groups. We had sunny and snowy weather, went for walks and a boat on the lake 

and for a ride in a cable-car. We went to the wood carvers which was really 
interesting to see them craft. The museums were interesting too and we walked 

on wooden stilts. 

I really loved trying curling, an Olympic sport. We all fell over in the ice. 
We ate Swiss chocolate and fondue which were lovely. Spending time away with 

the guides was great fun and I can’t wait till my next trip away. 
 ~ Megan (Norfolk)

“

“
”

”
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I went to Switzerland last summer with my guide unit to visit Our Chalet and partake 
in other fun activities. This was my first time going abroad with the guides and I 

found the trip very enjoyable. We did things such as: tobogganing, zip wire courses 
and swimming in glacial water! We also went to an international night when we met 
up with other guide and scout groups from around the country. My visit to Our Chalet 

was very memorable, we learned about the history of the building and went for a 
tour around. Overall the trip was really good and I had a lot of fun. 

~ Abigail (Essex South East)

“

”
Over many years in guiding I have encouraged girls to go for International selection 

and many girls have been successful and all agree it changes them in a good way and 
opens up possibilities within their own lives that they would not think possible. 

I thoroughly enjoy all my International trips and have visited all 4 World Centres with 
Africa on the list at some point.

~ Joyce Ward (Leader, Essex South East)

I really enjoyed the trip, I saw and learnt new things and made new friends. 
Switzerland was very pretty I would like to return one day. I would be interested in 

going on future guiding international trips.
~ Heidi (Oxfordshire)

Finally was our trip to Our Chalet, where we met some Canadian girls and had a 
pinning ceremony. This has given me motivation to get a pin from all the world centres, 

so I am keeping my eyes peeled for future international trips to help me get there.
~ Bryony (Oxfordshire)

“

“

“

”

”

”
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We left Beccles one Friday morning in March and travelled to Ebbsfleet by coach 
to catch the Eurostar. We travelled to Cheesy direct and got off to drop our bags 

at the Magical Disney Express and went directly to the Park with 6 excited Guiders 
and 24 more than excited Brownies – all of whom were one their first trip, making 

it all the more special for the girls. All Guiders had been on aprevious trip or visited 
personally.

We enjoyed many, many rides and attractions. My favourite ride being Aerosmith – 
Rock & Roller Coaster, just WOW! We enjoyed many meet and greets, and breakfast 
with the characters. We had a meal at the Cheyenne Hotel and an evening at the 
Buffalo Bills Wild West show with fabulous food and a very entertaining show. Our 

weekend was fantastic, I rather enjoyed my photo with Pluto. It went far too quickly 
and we returned to rainy Beccles on the Sunday evening. 

~ Sarah Mower (Suffolk)

After breakfast, we headed to Paris for a day of sightseeing. First stop the Eiffel 
Tower. We took the lift to the Second Stage, sampled Macaroons as we gazed at the 
fantastic Paris skyline. 3 Senior Section girls renewed their Promise at the Second 
Stage. A boat trip along the Seine followed with more fabulous sights. The Sacre 
Coeur was beautiful! We took the venicular railway up the hill and entered the 

church which has the most amazing stain glass windows.     
~ Thorley Senior Section (Hertfordshire)

“

“
”

”
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I also had many chances to work in a team such as during the service project and 
writing our blog. I enjoyed learning about the Mexican culture such as the food, dress 

and traditions. At Our Cabaña, I met other girls from the UK and volunteers from 
Canada, USA, Paraguay and Mexico.

~ Amy (Hertfordshire)

We were able to visit: the floating markets, the Zocalo and its sights, Teotihuacan 
(pyramids) and Chapultepec Park. We did all of this on foot/by public transport 

apart from the Pyramids where we found a tour guide who was able to take us all. 
We couldn’t believe how cheap the metro was and although it was crowded, it was 

certainly quicker than sitting in the City’s traffic.
~ Amy (Leader, Herfordshire)

After bargaining with the first seller we decided to go to another in order to get 
the price of the boat for a decent amount. The boat trip was amazing, we paid for 
a mariachi band to play for us and other people came up to our boat on their own 

boats and attempted to sell us things. 
~ Katherine (Hertfordshire)
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We were met in Dublin by Maurice and he took us to his Group’s den in Santry – about 
30mins out of central Dublin - this was to be our base for two nights. We travelled 

into Dublin by bus, getting off near Trinity College before exploring the historical St 
Stephens Park and Little Dublin Museum. Lunch together in Burger King was exciting 
before doing some shopping and some more time in the Park, now that the historical 
importance of this park and the Easter Rising was understood by the group. We then 
had a Viking Duck Tour, incorporating many historical sites of Dublin both on land and 
also, after a little adaption to the vehicle and us putting on lifejackets, by water.  We 
all got into the spirit of this tour and growled and jeered at the unsuspecting passers 

by on the pavement alongside the tour guide!

The opening ceremony saw us all be inspired to “be” as much as possible for the week. 
There was dancing, singing, speeches, guests, flags – a marvellous event that was 

transmitted online too for those at home wanting to see what we were up to.  Over the 
week the “be” theme continued. The sessions the girls did included BE adventurous, 
confident, a survivor, unique, active, inventive, amazing, limitless and an advocate.   

~ Catherine (Leader, Hertfordshire)

We went to Ireland...

“

”
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We arrived at the campsite in Mongolia early in the morning, and once we had put up 
our tents, we then went to explore the site and met scouts from all over the world. 
While at the campsite, we took part in many different activities. For example, we 

did horse riding, camel riding, archery, traditional Mongolian dancing and horse-head 
fiddle playing and high ropes which were all very exciting, although it was very hot. 

~ Jane (Buckinghamshire)

“

”we visited the Nomadic Village, where we learnt about traditions and the culture 
of Mongolia. We were shown how to build a ger, write our name in Mongolian with 

a professional calligrapher, ride a camel, ride a horse, play horse head fiddles 
and dance. We also got to try on some traditional costumes!  In the afternoon we 
progressed to ‘Brownsea Island’ where we learnt skills such as fire lighting, water 
purification and compass skills. In the evening we watched a show within our sub 

camp, and headed to the disco. 
~ Jenna (Buckinghamshire)

“

”
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The whole trip has taught me life lessons. The skills I learnt through fundraising are 
going to be invaluable to me in the future, and during the trip, I learnt to be a lot 

more accommodating - to work with everyone else, a lot more independent, to find 
my way around an unknown city using a map. I also learnt to try new things to eat, as 

sometimes I couldn’t have the choice...I thought I hated soup!  
~ Jamilla (Essex NE)

We had booked a private tour with our own minibus, our driver Val was excellent. 
During the trip she explained about the landscape, Icelandic traditions and about 

elves and trolls. We visited the Thingvellir National Park, walking through the 
Thingvellir gorge inside one side of the rift between the tectonic plates of Eurasian 

and American! 
~ Lorraine (Leader, Essex NE)

The whole trip has taught me life lessons. The skills I learnt through fundraising are 
going to be invaluable to me in the future, and during the trip, I learnt to be a lot 

more accommodating - to work with everyone else, a lot more independent, to find 
my way around an unknown city using a map. I also learnt to try new things to eat, as 

sometimes I couldn’t have the choice...I thought I hated soup!  
~ Kim (Leader, Essex NE)

I am very glad to say I made many new friends who I still keep in touch with from 
Iceland and I experienced amazing things that I will probably never do again. I have 

learnt how to be more confident, that it is important to work hard to get to your goal 
and how easy it can be to make new friends  

~ Millie (Essex NE)

“

“

“

“

”

”

”

”

We went to Iceland...
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I was chosen to go on a trip with girl guiding to India. It was an amazing trip. The 
trip consisted of travelling all around India, visiting the Ganges and staying at a 

girl guiding world centre, Sangam. We also visited Mumbai and visited the Dharavi 
Slums which was extremely eye opening. 

~ Megan (Essex NE)

As a result of being awarded an International Bursary I was given the chance 
to go to India and make a different to these children’s lives. It makes their day 
more exciting having crafts to do and also gives them the chance to use all the 

equipment we took with us, which was a different experience for them. 
~ Emily (Essex NE)

Never be fooled by a zebra crossing. When 
stepping in front of moving cars/buses/

lorries/rickshaws/cows/camels, be sure to 
flap your hands vaguely, in their direction 

~ Tina (Leader, Essex NE)

“

“

“

”

”

”
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I thought our 600 strong UK contingent was a lot of people, but it was nothing 
compared to the masses of scouts and guides that were gathered to watch the 

organisers welcome us to Iceland. Thousands of people from all corners of the globe 
were in the same room together celebrating what it is to have this giant international 

family. Being surrounded by so many different cultures simultaneously was a very 
new and slightly overwhelming experience.

~ Isobel (Norfol)

I rejoined Guiding at 23 and while really looking forward to being a leader, assumed 
that that was as much as I would get to do, it is all about the girls after all. Imagine 

my surprise when I discovered all of the opportunities available to me, I jumped right 
in and did as much as I could.

I applied for the World Scout Moot, to be held in Iceland in 2017. Moots are 
international events like Jamborees, but participants are aged 18-25 years. I 

qualified for it by one month (I was turning 26 in September) and I was keen to have 
the experience. The UK contingent was made up of both Scouts and Guides and 

we were the largest contingent, at 700 odd members, to ever attend a Moot. The 
Icelandic Moot was the largest held with 5,500 attendees from 95 different countries.

~ Robyn (Cambs East)

For the first half of the moot we were placed at 11 different expedition centres 
across Iceland that offered the participants the opportunity to experiences Iceland’s 
nature, take part in adventurous activities and help out in the local community to 
various degrees. We were spilt into 9 tribes with 40 people in each, my tribe was 

tribe 2. Tribes cooked, cleaned and camped together. I Spent most of my time with 
the members from my patrol and have now made many international friends.

~ Angie (Suffolk)

“

“

“

”

”

”

We went to the 
World Scout MOOT in Iceland...
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Over the course of the 5 days I have spent at Netherurd I have laughed so hard I 
have cried, made lots of new friends and have gained an unforgettable experience. 
I will encourage other guides to try out the “ICE” experience and will definitely be 

attending again. 
~ Chloe (Cambs East)

During our stay we visited Edinburgh and Glasgow. We made lunches to go on our 
trips. We went to a science centre and it was so fun I learnt a lot more about science 
and I enjoyed telling my teacher everything about what I had learnt. We also went to 

a shopping centre for some shopping therapy. My favourite part of the trip was the 
visit to the Royal Yacht Britannia and Holyrood Park.  

~ Malaika (Bedfordshire)

“

“

“

“

“

”

”
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We walked through woods and jumped over a small stream with clear water. We then 
went on a zip wire and went caving at Netherud. The caving was actually a shipping 
container adapted with plastic to look like a cave. In the cave there was a ball pit 

which represented water – by the end there were more balls out of the pit than in it!

In Glasgow, we saw the Glasgow Science Centre which had many things to interact 
with and learn how science works. I learnt about where things were in the sky while I 
was in the planetarium. However, I think some of us fell asleep as the seats were soft 

and comfortable. 
~ Mariella (Cambs East)

My ICE experience was amazing! By our last day, we had all built our friendships so 
strongly between the girls within the couple of days we spent together it was sad to 
see them go and know you probably wouldn’t see them ever again. If another trip 
came to my reach, I would definitely go on another one of these trips. They are so 

brilliant. I will be sure never to forget this trip. 
~ Olivia (Essex West)

The aeroplane was fun, we sat with our friends and the time went quickly. 
The Netherud centre was wonderful and I would like to return there. I particularly 
liked the zip wire - I tried the caves but I really didn’t like them. Our rooms were a 

bit chilly so I was glad of my thick pyjamas! 
I like the trip to the Royal Yacht and enjoyed hearing all the stories that the guide 

was able to tell us. In Glasgow I liked the Science Museum 
~ Perdita (Hertfordshire)

“

“

“

”

”

”
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Inspired? What’s next?
Date What? Who is it for?

16 September 2018 International Celebration

Leventhorpe Academy, 
Sawbridgeworth, 
Hertfordshire

All those who have been 
on a Region International 
trip in 2017, their leaders, 
friends and family.

To be confirmed Travelling Abroad 
Training Programme

All leaders thinking of 
taking girls abroad. 
Modules 2-4.

To be confirmed Travelling Abroad Training 
Programme Weekend

All leaders thinking of 
taking girls abroad. 
Modules 2-4

3 – 5 May 2019 International Community 
Experience (ICE)

Jubilee House, Oxfordshire

Guides aged 11-13. Girls 
may attend without a 
leader.

7 – 9 June 2019 International Community 
Experience (ICE)

Creekview Lodge, South 
Woodham Ferrers

Guides aged 11-13. Girls 
may attend without a 
leader.

To be confirmed International 
Opportunities of Leaders

Venue to be confirmed.

Leaders wishing to lead 
Region International trips.

For girls’ opportunities or more information contact your County 
International Advisor or by emailing international@girlguiding-anglia.org.uk

For information about Leaders’ opportunities and the possibility of leading 
a trip in 2020 or 2021 please contact the Region International Advisor: 
international@girlguiding-anglia.org.uk

For more information on international events visit:
www.girlguiding-anglia.org.uk/events
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Girlguiding Anglia
 International Bursary

The Girlguiding Anglia International Bursary helps those members of the 
Region taking part in a Guiding International adventure, outside of the UK, 
who are not eligible to apply for any other Girlguiding Anglia grant.

Young women who are chosen to take part in the Guiding Overseas Link 
with Development (GOLD) project can also apply for support to take part in 
service projects in developing countries.

What does the funding cover?
Helps towards trip costs for members taking part in international trips, 
who are going abroad for a minimum of four nights and meeting Guiding or 
Scouting members from another country.

How much funding is available?
We consider each funding application and the amount of the grant on an 
individual basis.

Who can apply?
Any member participating in a Guiding trip overseas who is not eligible to 
apply for any other Girlguiding Anglia Grant.

★   Young members aged 5-25 can apply for up to two different 
international trips.

★   There is no limit on leader applications, as long as they are leading trips 
and providing opportunities for girls.

★   A maximum of four leaders per trip can apply for this fund.
★   Adult members participating as a member of the service team at 

international events for girls outside the UK may apply for up to two 
different international trips.

For more information visit:
http://www.girlguiding-anglia.org.uk/getinvolved.asp?id=313
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International Community Experience (ICE)

ICE began in Anglia in 2014. It is aimed at 11-13 year old Guides, 
covers all of the five Guide section zones and is open access. 
The girls can sign up for Part 1, a weekend in the UK, which also 
includes a small amount of community service. After completing 
this they can sign up for Part 2.

Part 2 involves an international trip of five days duration during 
which the girls will complete some community service and find out 
a bit about the culture of the country they are visiting.

This project is aimed at encouraging the girls to apply of 
international selection within their Counties, and during ICE they 
learn about what is required to undertake an international trip.

Guiding Overseas Linked with Development (GOLD)

GOLD has been working in partnership with 
other Guide Associations around the world 
since 1991.

Past GOLD projects have travelled to more 
than 30 countries including Cambodia, The 
Gambia, Guyana, Malawi, Peru and Sri Lanka. 

Each three week project is tailored to local needs of the host country, 
providing sustainable community or Guiding based development 
projects, from leadership skills training to delivering advocacy 
programmes for young women.

To apply for GOLD you must be aged between 18 and 30 during your 
GOLD project (February to September or December each year) and 
be an active member of Girlguiding. The GOLD journey starts with 
the Go for GOLD weekend, held in September/October at different 
locations each year. To find out more sign up to the newsletter at 
gold@girlguiding.org.uk.
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International Opportunities for Leaders (IntOpps)

The International Opportunities for Leaders events help us to 
identify leaders for a variety of trips in the following two years. 
It is also your chance to come and find out about international 
adventures!

By finding leaders in advance we hope to be able to offer trips 
to young members very quickly afterwards, in order to give 
plenty. Of time of fundraising and getting the groups together 
before the trip itself.

Travelling Abroad Training Programme (TATP)

The aim of the Travelling Abroad Training Programme is to 
increase the awareness of the wide variety of international 
opportunities available to members of Girlguiding Anglia, and 
to support leaders wishing to take groups of girls and young 
women abroad. Attendees will complete modules from the 
Travelling Abroad Training Programme.

We hope that you have enjoyed reading about our fantastic 
international adventures and experiences that our members 
had during 2017.

If this has inspired you to see more of the world with your 
Guiding community, then please keep up-to-date with events 
and opportunities on the Region website: www.girlguiding-
anglia.org.uk

For further information about anything international 
related please contact our Region office: international@
girlguiding-anglia.org.uk
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